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SUMMARY 
This paper addresses the formulation of a set of constitutive equations for finite deformation metal plasticity. 
The combined isotropic-kinematic hardening model of the infinitesimal theory of plasticity is extended to 
the large strain range on the basis of three main assumptions: (i) the formulation is hyperelastic based, (ii) the 
stress-strain law preserves the elastic constants of the infinitesimal theory but is written in terms of the 
Hencky strain tensor and its elastic work conjugate stress tensor, and (iii) the multiplicative decomposition 
of the deformation gradient is adopted. Since no stress rates are present, the formulation is, of course, 
numerically objective in the time integration. It is shown that the model gives adequate physical behaviour, 
and comparison is made with an equivalent constitutive model based on the additive decomposition of the 
strain tensor. 

INTRODUCTION 

Constitutive modelling of elasto-plastic materials in the finite deformation range has received 
considerable attention over the past years. The availability of powerful computers and efficient 
finite element techniques has made feasible the solution of large scale finite deformation 
problems, thus increasing the demand for more realistic and accurate models. 

An extension of the infinitesimal theory of plasticity to the large strain range is not straightfor- 
ward, and a number of alternative formulations, all having identical 'small strain limit', have been 
proposed. In these formulations basic questions arise about the proper kinematic description of 
plastic flow, the characterization of the underlying elastic behaviour and the choice of adequate 
stress and strain measures. 

The objective in our development was to arrive at a large strain elasto-plastic constitutive 
formulation for efficient finite element analysis that is a direct extension of materially-non-linear- 
only and large displacement/small strain analysis.'-3 An important feature of the formulations 
for materially-non-linear-only and large displacement/small strain analysis in References 1-3, in 
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abundant use since 1973, is that they are total and not rate-type formulations. This leads to 
physically realistic and computationally efficient solutions of general inelastic r e ~ p o n s e . ~ - ~  

With the above aim, a natural approach to large strain elasto-plastic analysis is based on the 
use of a hyperelastic material description with the Hencky strain and the product decomposition 
of the deformation gradient into elastic and plastic parts. The reasons for such choice can be 
briefly ennumerated as follows. 

The earliest constitutive models for large strain plasticity described plastic flow by the additive 
decomposition of the strain tensor into elastic and plastic parts, see, for example, Green and 
Naghdi6 and Perzyna and Wojno.'~~ To ensure with such formulation that the plastic formula- 
tion is isochoric it is necessary to use the Hencky However, when using this strain 
measure and the corresponding energy conjugate stress measure, the elastic shear modulus 
becomes, for certain loading conditions, a function of the plastic state, resulting in a decay of the 
initial shear modulus.'' Although this decay does not occur in many practical cases, and is not 
very significant for strain levels below 40 per cent, it clearly is an undesirable phenomenon. 

An alternative description of large strain plastic flow is based on the multiplicative decomposi- 
tion of the deformation gradient into elastic and plastic parts and was introduced by Lee and 
L ~ u ; ' ~ , ' ~  see also References 14-17. In this case the elastic strain tensor is obtained from the 
elastic deformation gradient, which ensures that the elastic material moduli remain constant and, 
using the appropriate flow rule, that the plastic deformation is isochoric. 

Large strain plasticity formulations are mostly based on a hypoelastic stress-strain law. 
However, such formulations lead to non-conservative response predictions in purely elastic cyclic 
motions; i.e. considering a closed elastic strain path the exact solution using a hypoelastic 
formulation leads to residual stresses that are clearly non-phy~ical.'~ This effect may be deemed 
negligible when both the elastic stretches and stretch rates are small, but is clearly always an 
undesirable phenomenon. 

Another consideration regarding hypoelastic material descriptions is that the time integration 
of the rate quantities leads to numerical errors, even if numerical objectivity is p re~e rved .~O-~~  
Hence, considering for example an elastic response involving rotations, a rather large number of 
integration steps is needed for an accurate response prediction. On the other hand, a total 
formulation based on hyperelasticity allows much larger integration steps and does not lead to 
non-conservative response predictions in elastic  condition^.^.'^ 

Based on the advantages of a hyperelastic approach, Simo established a framework for large 
strain elasto-plastic constitutive equations using the product d e c o m p ~ s i t i o n , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and Weber and 
Anand developed a constitutive model using the Hencky strain for hyperelastic visco-plastic 
solids with isotropic hardening.27 The material presented in this paper constitutes a summary 
and continuation of our earlier r e s e a r ~ h ~ ~ ' ~  and complements the work of Simo, and Weber and 
Anand, in that a hyperelastic-based description and the product decomposition of the deforma- 
tion gradient are also employed. However, we focus on a combined isotropic-kinematic 
hardening model using the Hencky strain tensor, and the evaluation of this model against an 
equivalent model based on the additive decomposition of the strains. 

We consider in this paper the development of the material model and the time integration of 
the resulting constitutive equations and donot address issues of the solution of the finite element 
equilibrium equations (such as the derivation of the consistent tangent stiffness matrix). 

In the following sections we first present the constitutive equations that we use and then an 
algorithm for the numerical integration of these equations. This numerical procedure uses the 
effective-stress-function approach of References 4 and 5. Finally, we show some simple 
stress-strain response predictions obtained with the model and conclude that the model gives 
physically realistic response predictions while, of course, being numerically very efficient. 
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CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

State variables 

We consider a class of elasto-plastic constitutive models for rate-independent metal plasticity 
based on the array (c, B) of internal variables. The scalar 0, called deformation resistance, has the 
dimension of stress and represents an average isotropic resistance to macroscopic plastic flow 
offered by underlying isotropic strengthening mechanisms. The traceless second-order tensor B, 
called back stress tensor, has the dimension of stress and can be interpreted as an average 
intensity of the microscopic residual stress which arises from anisotropic microstructural 
effects. 2 8  

To characterize the large strain elasto-plastic deformation of a body we use the multiplicative 
decomposition of the deformation 

x = X'XP (1) 

where X' and Xp represent respectively the elastic and plastic deformation gradients. Central to 
this approach is the concept of a relaxed intermediate configuration which for each particle is 
conceptually obtained by unloading the material neighbourhood of the particle from the current 
configuration to a state of zero stress in such a way that no inelastic process takes place during the 
deformati~n. '~- '~ The plastic deformation gradient Xp corresponds to the deformation from the 
original to the intermediate configuration. Since plastic deformation is assumed to be incom- 
pressible, we have Jp  = det Xp = 1. Having specified XP, the elastic deformation gradient X' is 
given by X' = X(XP)-', and the multiplicative decomposition (1) follows. Consequently, the 
velocity gradient L = AX-' can be written as 

L = L" + LP 

where the elastic and plastic velocity gradients are given respectively by L' = %'(X')-' and 

The set of variables that characterize an elasto-plastic process is therefore given by 
{X, Xp, t, 0, B}, where t is the Cauchy stress tensor. A constitutive equation for t and evolution 
equations for Xp, c and B have to be identified to completely specify the material response. In the 
formulation of the governing equations for large strain analysis, it is useful to select a set of 
associated variables that are invariant under rigid body motions. Equations written in terms of 
these invariant variables satisfy automatically the principle of material frame indifference. 

Since Jp = 1, it follows from (1) that J' = det X' = J > 0 and the elastic deformation gradient 
admits the polar decomposition 

(2) 

LP = x'xp(xP)-'(xe)-'. 

(3) X' = R'U' 

where Re is the elastic rotation tensor and U' is the elastic right stretch tensor. We consider the 
elastic Hencky strain tensorz9 

E" = In U' (4) 

2 . p  = 7.D" (5 )  

An invariant stress quantity can now be obtained by imposing elastic work conjugacy with E', 

where D' = sym L' is the elastic velocity Grain tensor. When [;i, E'] = 0, i.e. when the stress and 
strain tensors commute, the 'rotated' stress tensor Z can be written as 

t = (Re)TtRe (6) 
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Similarly we introduce the 'rotated' back stress B, 

B = (R")~BR" (7) 

(8) 

and the 'modified' plastic velocity gradient 

LP = ( r ) - ' L P x e  = X P ( X P ) - ~  

Quantities Z, B and L p  are invariant under rigid body motions, and can be thought of as being 
associated with the intermediate configuration. 

The reduced dissipation inequality 

can be written as 
Taking {E', 0, B} as state variables, the reduced dissipation inequality for isothermal processes 

- If5 + ?-IF + (X')'z(Xe)-T.Lp > 0 (9) 

where $(E", 6, B) is the free energy per unit current volume. Assuming that the free energy density 
can be separated into 

$(E", 0, B) = $"(Ee) + $'(0, B) (10) 

equation (9) reduces to 

Assuming that equation (1 1) has to hold for all motions, the following conditions are derived:30 

where D is called the dissipation function. 

Constitutive equation for stress 

The stress-strain law is taken to be 

? = 9 [ E e ]  (14) 

(15) 

where 9 is the fourth-order isotropic elastic moduli tensor. It can be written as 

9 = 2pI+ ( K  - $ p ) l @  1 

where 1 and I are respectively the second- and fourth-order identity tensors, p is the shear 
modulus and K is the bulk modulus. This choice of-hyperelastic stress-strain law (using therefore 
the total elastic strain) has the advantage of providing an excellent description of moderate elastic 
strains yet depending only on the material constants p and K .  

Since the stress-strain law (14) is isotropic, the dissipation function (13) takes the form 

D(7; jp, If5q = t - D P  - If5p (16) 
where D P  = sym Lp. We use this function to derive the evolution equation for X P .  
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Elastic domain 

Let S be the ‘effective stress tensor’, given in terms of the Cauchy and back stress tensors by 

S = z ’ - B  (17) 
where z‘ = devz indicates the deviatoric part, and denote by s the effective stress 

s = m  (18) 
The classical ‘elastic domain’ for combined isotropic-kinematic hardening rate-independent 
plasticity is given by 

E ( $ )  = {T: @(s, a) = s - a < O} (19) 

(20) 

with the boundary of E(u,B), the ‘yield surface’, defined by the condition 

@(s, a) = s - a = 0 

In view of (6)-(7) we define the ‘rotated‘ effective stress tensor by 

s = ( R ~ ) T s R =  = - B 

In terms of this definition the effective stress is 

s=m 
The unit normal N to the yield surface in the rotated stress space is 

The evolution equation for Xp 

The evolution equation for the plastic deformation gradient is given by 

(24) X P  = f i P X P  

The modified plastic stretching tensor DP = symEP is specified by the principle of maximum 
plastic d i ~ s i p a t i o n ~ ~ , ~ ’  as follows. For fixed plastic variables ( D P ,  a, B), the actual stress state i 
maximizes the dissipation function D ( i ;  D P ,  4.) subject to the constraint @ < 0. The first-order 
necessary conditions for such a maximum are (see for example Reference 33) 

We also have the consistency condition 
p& = 0 

Using the above equations we obtain for the flow rule 

In these equations PP is the equivalent plastic strain rate 

LP = J@P. D P  
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Consistent with the simplifications of the present theory, the modified plastic spin tensor 
WP = skw LP is taken to be zero. 

The evolution equations for (T and B 

tensor are given by the hardening rules 
The evolution equations for the modified deformation resistance and the rotated back stress 

d = /?HdP (30) 
B = #(l - fl)HDP (31) 

where H is the hardening modulus and f l  is the hardening ratio; both are considered to be 
functions of the equivalent plastic strain, 

- 

H = H(eP) (32) 

/? = P(eP) (33) 
For values / ? E  [O, 13 of the hardening ratio, equations (30)-(31) specify a combined isotropic- 
kinematic hardening rule, with /? = 1 corresponding to purely isotropic hardening and /? = 0 
corresponding to purely kinematic hardening. The hardening modulus H(eP) is obtained as the 
instantaneous ratio of the Cauchy stress increment to the logarithmic strain increment in a 
uniaxial stress experiment, while the hardening ratio fl(ep) is obtained by measuring the change in 
yield stress achieved in loading-unloading and then reloading uniaxial stress  experiment^.^^ 

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 

In a displacement-based finite element procedure for non-linear problems, the solution of the 
discretized equilibrium equations is obtained for each time step by an iterative technique. The 
result of each iteration is an estimate of the incremental displacements that are used to compute 
the stresses and other field variables at the integration points. If the nodal point forces 
corresponding to these stresses do not satisfy equilibrium to within a given tolerance, then the 
estimate of the incremental displacements is revised and the process repeated until convergence is 
a~hieved .~  

We assume therefore that we are given (corresponding to a generic integration point) the 
deformation gradient AX and the list of variables 

{ ’?, iXp, ‘ep, ‘0, ‘B} (34) 
at time z = t, and the deformation gradient f+AhX at time z = t + At.* 

Our purpose is to develop a time integration algorithm to obtain 

(35) t + A f -  t + A t  p f + A f  p f + A f  { t, OX, e ,  0, 

and the Cauchy stress ‘+“z at time t + At. 
The integration procedure for the present rate-independent model corresponds to the well- 

known ‘radial return’ algorithm of W i l k i n ~ ~ ~  (see also Krieg and Key,36 Krieg and Krieg3’ and 
Schreyer et aL3*), and uses the effective-stress-function solution of KojiC and Bathe.4,5 

*We are using here the notation of the book by Bathe3 
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Consider the evolution equation for the plastic deformation gradient 

(36) X P  = DPXP 

We select the one-step implicit integration operator corresponding to the Euler backward 
method 

(37) [ + A t  p ,X = exp (At f+AfDp)tJp 

We note that this operator satisfies the consistency conditions 

and is first-order-accurate in At. Note that we could also use in equation (37) the or-method to here 
obtain a second-order-accurate time integration scheme (trapezoidal rule, or = 1/2) useful in creep 
ana ly~ i s .~ .~  However, in plasticity the Euler backward method is usually employed. 

Taking the inverse in equation (37), 

( t + A b X P ) - l  = (;XP)-' exp( - At f+ArDP) (40) 
and premultiplying by f+AbX we obtain 

t+Af  ,Xe = X i  exp( - At t+AfDp) 

or equivalently, 

The quantity Xi is the 'trial' elastic deformation gradient. 
Premultiplying each side of equation (42) by its transpose we obtain 

C; = exp(At'+A'DP)t+ArCe exp(At'+A'DP) (44) 

C: = exp(2Ei) (45) 

(46) 

(47) 

where C: = (Xi)TX: and = (t+AbXe)Tr+AbXe. By observing that 

f + AfCe = exp(2 f + AfEe) 

equation (44) can be rewritten as 

exp(2E:) = exp(At t+AfDp) exp(2 '+"Ee) exp(At'+A'DP) 

Taking the determinant on both sides of this equation (and recalling the identity det [exp A] 
= exp[tr A]), we obtain 

trE: = trtfAtEe = ln'+A&l (48) 

where use was made of the fact that the flow rule (28) implies tr'+kDp = 0. 
In view of (48) equation (47) can be written as 

exp(2Ef') = exp(At f+AQP) exp(2 r+AtEe') exp(At "A'DP) (49) 
where A' = dev A indicates the deviatoric part. 
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The following result is now essential for the development of the algorithm. 

Proposition 1. Let E and D be symmetric tensors and let E be a scalar. Let E, be the tensor 
defined by 

exp(2E,) = exp(cD) exp(2E) exp(ED) 

then, if 11 E I1 and 11 ED 11 are sufficiently small, 

E, = E + E { 5 
where E, is given by 

E -1 
0 - z(exP(2E) - 1) 

and O( 11 ED 11’) is a tensor valued function of ED such that 

The proof is given in the Appendix. rn 
In view of (51), it follows that, to first-order in At, equation (49) is equivalent to 

(54) 

(55)  

(56) 

E: = f+AtEe’ + A t { f + A t D P  - 1 [CEO, ‘+“DP], E,] + . . . } 
where E, is given by 

E, = *(exp(2 ‘+“Ee’) - 1) 

It follows that for moderately small elastic strains equation (54) can be approximated by 
E; = t+AfEer + A t f + A f D p  

We note that for isotropic hardening plasticity or for combined isotropic-kinematic hardening 
cases where the stress and back stress tensors commute, equation (56) is exactly equivalent to (49), 
while otherwise the error is second-order in the elastic strains (when compared to unity). 

It follows from equation (41) that the rotation tensors r+AARe and R: are related by 

‘+‘&Re = R‘, exp(E:) exp( - Att+”‘DP) exp( - r+A‘Ec) (57) 

t+AARe = R’, (58)  

It can be shown that to the same order of approximation implied by (56) we have 

Let f, denote the ‘trial rotated stress tensor’, given by 

i, = f; + f(tri,)l 

tr f* = 3~ tr E; 

f; = 2pE’,’ 

We define by S, = ti - ‘B and s, = d m ,  respectively, the ‘trial rotated effective stress’ and 
the ‘trial equivalent tensile stress’. 

If s, < ‘u, then the process is elastic, ‘+AtDP = 0 and ‘+“? = f* and hence the updated state is 
equal to the trial elastic state. When s, 3 ‘u, the process is considered elasto-plastic. We assume 
in the following discussion that the process is elasto-plastic. 
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Using the stress-strain law (14) we then obtain from (56) 

(62) = t+Af fr  + 2 p A t f + A f D P  

The flow rule (28) and the evolution equation for the back stress (31) are integrated by the Euler 
backward operators 

d t f + A f D ~  = &(t+Atep - f e p ) t + A f N  (63) 

(64) 

(65) 

[+At@ = t B  + $[I - t + A t / j ] t + A t H A t  t + A t D p  

Combining equations (64) and (62) gives 
$ - '+At- S + ${3p + [l - '+A'/l]'+A'H}At t+AtDp * -  

Substituting for A C ' + ~ ' D ~  from (63) we obtain 

$, = [+At$ + f i { 3 p  + [I - f + A f / l ] f + A f H } ( f + A f p  - f e P ) f + A t N  

s + {3p + [1 - f + A f f l ] f + A f H } ( f + A f e P  - f eP) ] '+A'N 

(66) 
which, in view of definition (23) leads to 

(67) 

(68) 

A$* = [ f+A'  

Taking the norm on both sides of this equation we obtain 
[+A's  + { 3 p  + [1 - f + A * / l ] f + A ' ~ } ( t + A f e ~  - rep)  = s* 

The consistency condition (27) implies that when the process is elasto-plastic (when CP > 0) 
6 = 0, or equivalently, d = S. It follows from the hardening rule for the deformation resistance 
(30) that 

S = BHtP 

This equation is integrated by the Euler backward operator 

(70) [+Ats = t s  + ( t+Atep - rep)t+At [+At  f l H  
Combining equations (68) and (70) we obtain a single scalar equation in the equivalent plastic 

strain '+AteP,  

f ( '+A'ep)  = [3p + ~ ( f + A ' e p ) ] ( ' + A f e p  - t e P )  - (s* - 's) = 0 (71) 
where f ( f + A f e p )  is the 'effective-stress-function', here written in terms of the unknown effective 
plastic strain.' 

For the particular case of a constant hardening modulus H ,  

[ + A t  p - f p '* - " 
e - e  +- 

3p + H 

Once the equivalent plastic strain t + A t e P  has been obtained, the equivalent tensile effective stress 
is evaluated using (70): 

Note that while in an elasto-plastic process t+AteP - 'eP is always positive, - 's is greater 
than or equal to zero. The latter case arises in the purely kinematic hardening case for which t+At/j 
= 0. Equations (71)-(73) are also appropriate for this limiting case. 

'+Ats = t s  + ( f+Afep - t e p ) f + A f f l f + A f ~  (73) 

With the values t + A r e p ,  t + A t ~  and the unit normal 
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obtained from equation (67), the elasto-plastic state can be updated by using equations (63), (62), 
(64), (48) and (37). 

1. The trial elastic state. 

The complete computational procedure is summarized in the following equations. 

(a) Obtain the trial elastic deformation gradient 
e - t + A ; X ( ; X p ) - l  x* - 

(b) Perform the polar decomposition 

X; = R',U', 

(c) Obtain the trial elastic strain tensor 

E; = In U; 

(d) Obtain the trial elastic stress tensor and the trial elastic effective stress tensor 

tr 2* = 31c tr E i  

t; = 2pLEZ' 
- - S = 2' -'B * *  

(e) Obtain the trial equivalent tensile stress 

s* = Jm 
2. Check for elastic process. Effective stress function. 

(a) If s, < t~ then the process is elastic and 
'+AtS = * 

t + A t o  = t,., 

t+ArEe = E: 
z = 2* f + At- 

t + A t g  = f g  

= RZT,(Ri)T 

EXIT 

Else, the process is elasto-plastic. Obtain by solving 

f ( Z f A f e P )  = [3y + H ( ~ + A ' ~ P ) ] ( ' + ~ ' ~ P  - - (s* - 's) = O 

3. Return mapping. 

(a) Update the equivalent tensile effective stress and the deformation resistance 
[ + A t S  = fS + ( t + A t e p  - 

t+Ata  = t+AzS 

) '+AtBf+AtH 

(b) Update the unit normal 
t + A t N  = &$ 
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(c) Update the modified plastic stretching tensor 

(d) Update the rotated stress deviator and the back stress 
rfAr-1  t = f; - 2pAt'+Atfip 

r + A r B  = r j j  + +[I - f + A f P ] r + A t H & ' + A f f i P  

(94) 

(95) 
(e) Update the rotated stress tensor 

(96) 

(97) 

(98) 

f + A f i  = r+At-r c + &(tri*)l 

(f) Update the Cauchy stress 
'+Arc = Re r+M- * mJT 

= exp(At'+ArDp 1 oxp ' 
(g) Update the plastic deformation gradient 

t + A f  p 

We refer to References 3,5 and 9 for the details of the actual computations. Note, for example, 
that we use instead of the deformation gradient the inverse of this gradient, and that the solution 
scheme is, of course, applicable to fully 3-D analysis and 2-D plane strain and axisymmetric 
solutions, and can also directly be used for 2-D plane stress and shell solutions with the effective- 
stress-function procedure discussed in Reference 39. 

SOME SIMPLE RESPONSE PREDICTIONS 

The objective of this section is to show some simple response predictions using the constitutive 
model presented in this paper. We also compare these results with the response predicted using a 
similar elasto-plastic model based on the additive decomposition of the strain t e n ~ o r . ~  

Two basic deformation patterns are considered: 

1. An in-plane isochoric deformation with no rotation of the principal stretch directions, given 
by the deformation gradient 

where A E [l, 1.5). 

2. A simple shearing deformation given by the deformation gradient 

l Y 0  
[XI= [ 0 1 0 1  

0 0 s  

where y E [O, 0.53. 

In these solutions we consider strains to about 50 per cent. Table I summarizes the material 
properties selected for the examples. Figures 1-5 show resulting stress components. 
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s I 
0 -  

0 
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As exemplified in Figure 1, in the case of the deformation pattern 1 the model based on the 
product decomposition and the model based on the additive decomposition predict the same 
stresses. In fact it can be proved that for deformation histories for which the total and elastic 
strain tensors commute and no plastic rotations are involved both kinematic descriptions are 
equivalent. 

Figures 2-5 show the results of the simple shearing case. Within the range of applicability of a 
combined isotropic-kinematic hardening model (our objective is to model strains to about 40 per 

-k - PRODUCT DECOMPOSITION 
Y -  ADDITIVE DECOMPOSITION 

I I I I 1 

Table I. Material constants 

Shear modulus fi  76.92 MPa 
Bulk modulus IC 166.67 MPa 
Flow stress CT,, 0.75 MPa 
Hardening modulus H 2-00 MPa 

-k ~ PRODUCT DECOMPOSITION 
Y -  ADDITIVE DECOMPOSITK)N 

9 ;  
0 I I I I I 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

GAMMA 

Figure 2. Cauchy stress component T~~ for deformation pattern 2 and isotropic hardening (8 = 1) 
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J, 

a 
u, 

P 
+ 

+ - PRODUCT DECOMPOSITlCf4 
Y - ADDITIVE DECOMPOGITION 

I 1 I I I 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

GAMMA 

Figure 3. Cauchy stress component 712 for deformation pattern 2 and kinematic hardening (p  = 0) 

1 

0 1  I I I I I 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

GAMMA 

Figure 4. Cauchy stress component 7 2 2  for deformation pattern 2 and isotropic hardening (p  = 1) 

- 

8 -  + - PRODUCT DECOMPOSITION 
Q Y - ADDITIVE DECOMPOSITION 
- 

M 
$4 

2 -  0 

F 4- 
I 

8 
0 I I I I 1 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

GAMMA 

Figure 5. Cauchy stress component T~~ for deformation pattern 2 and kinematic hardening ( p  = 0) 
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cent), the shearing (dominant) stress is appreciably the same. Some difference occurs in the normal 
stress, with the model based on the product decomposition predicting larger values. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The objective in this paper was to present a hyperelastic-based large strain formulation using the 
product decomposition of the deformation gradient for finite element elasto-plastic analysis. The 
formulation uses the Hencky strain and is applicable to combined isotropic and kinematic 
hardening. 

An important feature of the formulation is that it is a total formulation. Hence it is inherently 
objective, large integration steps can be used and it does not lead to non-conservative response 
predictions in elastic solutions (as do the hypoelastic-based models). 

The formulation gives physically realistic response predictions and, since it contains the basic 
ingredients of a numerically efficient solution procedure, is very attractive for large strain elasto- 
plastic finite element analysis. 

APPENDIX 

Proof of Proposition 1 

For any second-order tensor X and any second-order tensor Y such that (1 Y (1 < 1, the tensor 
exponential exp X and the tensor logarithm In (1 + Y) are defined by the series (see for example 
Reference 40) 

X" 
exp X = 1 - 

,,=o n! 

It follows from (101) that 

where cO( 11 ED 1 1 2 )  is a tensor-valued function of the scalar E such that 

exp(ED) = 1 + ED + O( ( 1  ED / I 2 )  

&+O E 

Then, in view of (103), equation (50) can be written as 

exp(2E,) = [I + ED + cO( II ED 1 1 2 ) ]  exp(2E)Cl + ED + O(ll ED 112)1 

exp(2E,) = exp(2E) + E(D exp(2E) + exp(2E)D) + O( (1 ED 11') 

exp(2E.J = 1 + 2E0 + 24D + DE, + E,D) + U (  11 ED 1 1 2 )  

(105) 

(106) 

(107) 

We note next that if (I E, I I  and II  ED I( are sufficiently small then the series expansion (102) is 
applicable, and we have 

or equivalently 

and substituting for exp(2E) in terms of (52), 

m 

2E,= 1 ~ ( - ')" [2E, + &(D + DE, + EoD) + O( (1 ED 1 1 2 ) ] " +  
n = ~ ( n  + 1) 
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Considering that 

[2E0 + ~ E ( D  + DE, + EoD) + O( ( 1  ED 
n 

r = O  
= (2Eo)”+’ + 2 ” ” ~  C E;(D + DE, + E,D)E“,-‘ + Co(II&D 1 1 2 )  

equation (108) can be written as 
W 

2E, = ln(1 + 2E0) + 26 ~ ( - 2)” E;(D + DE, + E,D)E;--‘ + O(  ED 11’) (110) n = o ( n  + 1 ) r = o  

or equivalently, using (52), 

E , = E + E A + O ( ( I E D ~ ( ~ )  

where the tensor A is given by 
m 

A =  ___ ( - 2)” f E;(D + DEo + E,D)E;;-‘ 
n = O ( n  + 1 ) r = o  
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